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1998a(2): Draw a flow-volume curve for a max forced expiration in a person 
with healthy lungs from (1) TLC and (2) FRC. Explain the curves 
General: Maximal forced expiration can be split into 2 categories: 
Effort Dependent Processes = upward slope → peak flow 

- Driving pressure =  PA - Pmouth 
      Airway Resistance 

o i.e. pressure gradient along airway and resistance within airway 
- Pressure gradient dependent on (↑PA): 

o Muscular effort 
 Effected by pathologies limiting the degree of contraction of 

diaphragm, internal intercostals, abdominal muscles 
 Effected by higher centres → sub-maximal effort, 

↓understanding of maneouvres by Pt  
o Volume 

 ↑inspiratory vol → ↑alveolar pressure, ↑elastic recoil 
potential of lungs (with stretch) 

- Airways resistance dependent on: 
o ↑Vol → ↑radial traction on airways by distended interstitium 
o Leads to ↓Resistance in airways (AR) 

Curve 1 
- Vol: Inspiration to TLC (80ml/kg) 

o Moves lung compliance up steep part of 
compliance curve → maximal elastic 
potential energy stored 

o Min AWR → maximal radial traction on 
airways 

o ↑PA 
- Therefore, rapid initial ↑flow up to peak of 8L/min 

Curve 2 
- Vol: FRC (30ml/kg) → equilibrium b/n tendency of chest wall to move 

outward and lung to collapse 
o Movement is about lower initially flat part of compliance curve → 

less elastic potential energy stored 
o ↑AR cf curve 1 as ↓traction on airways 
o Alveolar pressure starts off at atmospheric pressure → nil added 

driving pressure 
- Therefore, upward slope is much less steep than TLC expiration, peak 

flow much less as this is volume dependent 
Effort independent Processes (Downward slope) 
Directly as a result of dynamic airways compression 

- Airways within the thorax behave in accordance with Starling Resistor 
Mechanism with forced expiration 

- Forced expiration → ↑intra-pleural pressure (IP) 
- Airways pressure gradually ↓ as move further from alveolus 
- Initially, airways pressure (AP) > IP → ↑flow of air out of airways 
- “Equal pressure point” reached where IP=AP 
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o Past this point, compression of airways from +ve intrathoracic 
pressure compresses airways 

- PA is still positive (i.e. air still moving out) 
- Driving pressure becomes dependent on difference b/n PA and IP 
- This continues until airways closure when flow ceases (RV) 

o PA = IP 
Curves 1 & 2 

- Both will have same downward slope as dynamic airways compression 
will occur after IP > AP 

- ↓Flow with continued expiration 2° ↑resistance with ↓vol/↓radial traction on 
airways 

- Both will cease at RV (20ml/kg) where airways closure occurs and flow 
stops 


